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QUESTION 1

You are tasked with configuring the Get Next Work functionality for an application. The requirement states that the
workbaskets a user is associated with must be checked first, and all eligible assignments must be consolidated into a
single list before being filtered and sorted. 

Which two of the following options do you select on an Operator ID record to configure the Get Next Work functionality
to meet this requirement? (Choose Two) 

A. Merge workbaskets 

B. Get from workbaskets first 

C. Operator is available to receive work 

D. This is an unattended operator 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two consequences of exposing columns for reporting? (Choose two.) 

A. Backward chaining declare expressions cannot use exposed properties. 

B. Record inserts and updates require more processing time. 

C. Tables require additional space due to additional columns. 

D. The database may not comply with normalization standards. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

During the development of your application, you created operators for testing purposes. You are preparing to migrate
the application to another environment. You do not want to include the operators in the archive file. Which two options
exclude the operators? (Choose two.) 

A. In the Operators step in the Application Packaging Wizard, clear the check boxes next to the operator names. In the
Product rule, clear the Include data types check box. 

B. In the Operators step in the Application Packaging Wizard, clear the check boxes next to the operator names. In the
Product rule, clear the Include associated data items check box. 

C. Before you run the Application Packaging wizard, save the operators to an organization ruleset. Select the Exclude
non-versioned rules check box in the Product rule. 

D. Before you run the Application Packaging wizard, remove the associated ruleset from the operator records 

Correct Answer: BD 
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Reference: https://community1.pega.com/community/pega-product-support/question/operator-exportimport 

 

QUESTION 4

A job recruiter screens candidates to assess their qualifications. The recruiter determines whether the candidate
matches the targeted position, matches a different position in the company, or does not match any position. A decision
table, based on the recruiter\\'s feedback, automatically advances the case through a corresponding connector named
Selected Position, Targeted Position, and Reject. 

How do you configure the condition column(s)? 

A. Create separate columns for Selected Position, Targeted Position, and Reject. 

B. Create separate columns for Matches Position, Matches Another Position, and Does Not Match Any Position. 

C. Create a single column for Position. 

D. Create one column for feedback, with three rows for the three possible decisions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Users are spending excess time researching duplicate cases to determine whether to process or resolve the cases.
Which two options allow you to reduce the number of potential duplicate cases? (Choose two.) 

A. Decrease the weights of the weighted conditions. 

B. Increase the weights of the weighted conditions. 

C. Increase the weighted condition sum threshold. 

D. Decrease the weighted condition sum threshold. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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